BUSINESS MAJOR PREPARATION: Courses MUST be taken for a letter grade.

______BUS 10 - Introduction to Business
______BUS 20 - Financial Accounting & Reporting
(STUDENTS INTERESTED IN ACCOUNTING ALSO NEED BUS 21.)

These courses are repeated below and meet both Business Major Preparation and College Breadth

*CS 8 – Intro. to Computing
*ECON 2 – Intro. to Macroeconomics
*ECON 3 – Intro. to Microeconomics
*MATH 22 – Calculus for Business (Prerequisite MATH 4)
*STAT 48 – Statistics for Business (Prerequisites MATH 4 or MATH 5, CS 8)
*ECON 103 – Intermediate Macroeconomics (Prerequisites ECON 2)

COLLEGE BREADTH REQUIREMENTS: - B.S. DEGREE

ENGL 1A ( ), ENGL 1B ( ), BUS 100W COMPLETED IN SoB ( )

HUMANITIES (20 units)

__________WORLD HISTORY (HIST 10 or 15 or 20)
__________ONE COURSE IN FINE ARTS, LITERATURE, PHILOSOPHY or RELIGIOUS STUDIES
THREE ADDITIONAL COURSES 1__________ 2__________ 3__________ (Ethnic Humanities)

SOCIAL SCIENCES (16 units)

__________ECONOMICS (*ECON 3)

__________ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, or SOCIOLOGY
TWO ADDITIONAL COURSES ___1 (*ECON 2) ___2 (*ECON 103)
    (STUDENTS INTERESTED IN FINANCE SHOULD TAKE ECON 102)

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS (20 units)

__________MATH, STAT or COMPUTER SCIENCE (*MATH 22 OR MATH 009B)
__________BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
__________PHYSICAL SCIENCES
TWO ADDITIONAL COURSES ___1 (*CS 8) ___2 (*STAT 48)

(Foreign Language is a graduation requirement and not a major change requirement.)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE (12 UNITS): Third-quarter level or equivalent with grade of "C" or above.

__________ _________ _________ (Information on Language Placement Exams: www.placementtest.ucr.edu)

How to Apply to Business Administration: Students must attend the School of Business (SoB) application workshop in the quarter the requirements are being completed. The application is completed online. Students must apply to SoB by the time 90 units have been completed. A cumulative UCR GPA of 2.7 is required with a minimum 2.5 GPA in the General Business Prerequisites area. Students are NOT eligible to enroll in any upper division Business Admin. requirements until ALL the College breadth AND lower division Business prerequisites are completed OR in progress the final quarter of Pre-Business.
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